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I. INTRODUCTION

The aim of the UCLA microwave modeling program Is to employ high power

(0.1 - 10 MW) microwave sources (k. a 10 cm) and well-diagnosed low density

(ne 1010 1012 =- 3 ) plasma devices to perform experimental simulations of

important aspects of laser-pellet and laser-plasma focus interactions. The pur-

pose of these simulations is three-fold. First, microwave modeling permits one

to isolate important physics issues. An example is our recent confirmation of

the role of ion tail heating in SBS saturation. The second is to inexpensively

test new ideas (i.e. finite bandwidth control). The third purpose is to develop a

vehicle in which testing and normalization of computer codes can be done.

This obviously permits one to gain more confidence in scaling code results to

* other wavelengths, intensities, etc.

In order to perform such simulations as mentioned above, one requires

that certain key parameter scalings be maintained. Exactly which ones are

essential is, of course, a function of the process under investigation. In

general, however, the important parameters are vo/vte ' eE/m..Vte, Vo/c,

E2/SirnKT, W 7p and L/Ao . lere E0 is the vacuum field strength of the pump

(frequency wo' wavelength X,), L is the density gradient scalelength, 6s an

appropriate acoustic frequency, 7 is the pulse duration and V is the

electron thermal velocity. One of the most difficult scalings to maintain is

that for wrp . Basically, here we must run the experiment for a sufficiently

large number of hydrodynamic timescales to observe such phenomena as profile

steepening and plateau formation or stimulated Brillouin scattering growth

fron noise. Since these low density laboratory plasma tend to be weakly-
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ionized (-I-102) there 1 a saximun employable rf pulse duration (power and

plas- density dependent) beyond which appreciable ionization of the neutral

gas background and target plasma modification occurs.

During the past year we have devoted considerable effort toward

experimental arrangements which best satisfy the above-mentioned scaling

criteria. Here we have been forced to adopt measures similar to the computer

simulationist who, for example, begins with a steepened profile in order to

save computer time. Fortunately, there appear to be several approaches which

permit us to study the saturation (as well as the growth) of SBS, SRS, as well

& as resonance absorption. For example, in the case of the SBS studies two

appruaches were used. The first depended upon our amplifying an enhanced
t

noise level (transient ion wave produced by chamber reflections). Since we

were not growing from thermal fluctuations we required a shorter duration rf

pulse to reach a given fluctuation level. The second approach involved the

use of optical mixing. Here we drove both SBS electromagnetic waves with a

frequency separation equal to the ion acoustic frequency. This reduced the rf

drive requirements (to observe saturation) by one to two orders of magnitude

allowing values of wsT as large as 6 x 103 which roughly corresponds to a 1
tp

nsec duration Nd glass laser pulse. Saturation levels similar to those

observed with the first approach were obtained.

,hroughout the current contract period we have concentrated on two

distizc: problem areas: Stimulated Erillouin Scattering (SBS) and resonance

absorption produced hot electrons. Very briefly, our results to date are as

follows:

1. Observation of the saturation of SBS growth from chamber

reflectivity induced background density fluctuations.(
1 ,2 )

2. Conclusive identification of the dominant SES saturation mechanism

as ion tail heating.

2
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3. First observation of optical miuing produced Ion acoustic waves.

4. Observation of saturation of optical mixing produced ion acoustic

raves at the same level as in US studies -- identification of ion

heating as the sole saturation mechanism.

S. Observation of cold plasma wavebreaking saturation of resonance

absorption produced electric fields.

6. Finite bandwidth control of resonance absorption electric fields and

hot electron production.

I
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II. RESULTS DURING CURRENT CONTRACT PERIOD

As mentioned in Sec. I, throughout the current contract period we have

concentrated on two distinct problewm areas: Stimulated Brillouin Scattering

(SBS) and resonance absorption produced hot electrons. The SBS studies were

further subdivided into the "pure" SBS growth case and the optical mixing case

where both of the electromagnetic waves ("incident" and "reflected") were

driver.. The latter case allowed us to observe saturation of the ion waves at

significantly lower incident rf power levels than in the "pure" SBS case.

This permitted us to greatly increase the pulse duration (W.7_s 10 ) and to

insure that our experimental simulations were relevant on the laser fusion

timescale.

A. SiM1ULATED BRILLOUIN SCATTERING

During the past few years we have Investigated the growth and saturation

of SBS in an underdense plasma (n - 0.1 nc). Before concentrating on our more

recent results, It will prove helpful to briefly describe the experimental

arrangement as well as the major past accomplishments.

The experimental arrangement for the SBS studies Is shown schematically

in Fig. 1. Microwave radiation (Ao0 = I - 11 cm) is launched along the axis of

a relatively uniform (La = *a, LT = 20m) underdense plasma. In the studies to

date, the density has been held constant at 0.1 me to avoid the possibility of

other competing instabilities confusing the interpretation of the experimental

A
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results.

Althou&h microwave absorber was placed on the chamber endwalls to reduce

reflections, it was found that the residual 12 reflectivIty had a large

influence on the system behavior. Specifically, it was found that "switching

on" the partial standing electromagnetic wave pattern led to a transient ion

acoustic perturbation of the form:(
1-4) "

E(zt)/n r 1/ 12 2 - - a "°lain it -a "°tess iit] coo 2kox

For short times this is given approximately by

B(x,t)/na = r 1/ 2 (v/Vte) 2 (1-cos st) cos 2kox

This can obviously be decomposed into a zero frequency density perturbation

together with a right and left propagating ion wave. The incident wave

* Thomson scattering from the ion perturbation resulting In red and blue shifted

electromagnetic waves. The red-shifted component is amplified by the typical

Brillouin relation.

As shown by Thompson ( 4 ) this is slightly modified from the Forslund et

at. expression but asymptotically approaches it for t k L/2cs .

'To briefly summarize our past results we have:

(1) Quantitatively verified the predictions of Eq. (1) including the

dependence on chamber reflectivity and vo/vte.

(2) Observed the reflectivity from the ion acoustic fluctuations

generated by the partially standing electromagnetic waves.

(3) Verified frequency and wavenumber stching conditions.

(4) Verified theoretical predictions for linear growth of

(4)
reflectivity.

6
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* (5) Observed saturation of the reflectivity and associated density

fluctuations.

During the past year we have continued to Investigate the causes of the

observed SBS saturation. Various models have been proposed to limit the

growth of SBS. These Include:

I (a) Ion Acoustic Harmonic Generation

(b) Density Profile Modification

(c) Ion Trapping

(d) Ion Tail (or Main Body) Beating

(e) Subharmonic Generation

As shown in Figs. 2 and 3, we do not observe any appreciable harmonic

content either in the ion waves or the reflected power. We are therefore able

to dismiss the first saturation mechanism. However, it is interesting to note

that theory predicts(6,7) that harmonic generation should occur for (6/no) >

(kkD) 2 which we greatly exceed. Furthermore, in a separate experiment where

ion acoustic waves were launched by a grid we did observe harmonic generation.

Work continues to resolve this apparent discrepancy.

The effects of density profile modification are easy to understand for

(8)
the high intensity case. Kruer et al. showed that SBS is limited by the

momentum and energy deposition associated with the reflection of the incident

jlaser light. They demonstrated that large reflectivity could only occur on a

timescale shorter than that required for the reflection front to travel

through the underdense plasma. Although the reflectivity in our experiment is

much lower than the value required for this effect to be appreciable, we do

observe density profile modifications. Nevertheless, the magnitude of the

modifications (-30-50) is not sufficient to explain the observed saturation

at =52 reflectivity.

7
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(6)Estimates of the effect of ion trapping have been made by Kruer. Be

finds that the limit in ion wave amplitude is given by

(!n ax 1 6 1/2 360 11/2 2oEn ) max + __l ) I

Inserting our experimental parameters we find (i/no)maz = 19Z. This predictsI
a saturation level approximately a factor of four larger than observed. In

addition, energy analyzer measurements of the ion distribution function

indicate that there is considerable tail heating rather than just simple

trapping. Therefore, as we shall see, ion tail heating has proven to be the

dominant saturation mechanism.

Before proceeding to a detailed discussion of the ion tail heating

results, an additional mechanism somewhat peculiar to this experiment should

be mentioned. Specifically, considerable electron main body heating occurs

' f(up to a factor of 2-3) during the rf pulse and therefore vo/Vte decreases

with time. The heating mechamism is simply inverse Bremastrahlung absorption

*where the collisions are primarily due to the neutral atom background.

Although the heating is significant, it can easily be shown that the decrease

in vo/Vt should lead to a reduction in the reflectivity (over the linear

prediction) rather than the observed saturation. As mentioned above, energy

analyzer data have shown significant ( 10-20%) Ion tail heating with a linear

time dependancy and some ion main body heating ( 502). Bowever, the low

energy (main body) heating Is somewhat suspect due to experimental

, difficulties with the analyzer. A curve fit of previous experimental work on

the US reflectivity was obtained using measured density fluctuation levels

and a linear ion tail beating rate, (Fig. 3(b) Solid Curve) fitting one point

(300 WI) and etrapolating the rest of the curve. ftcellent agrement

resulted. Sowever, we are concerned vhether the actual dcominant saturation

10
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mechanis, is indeed main body ion heating or ion tail heating. The dotted line

is a theoretical boundary limiting the maximum reflectivity to ion tail

beating.

As mentioned above, energy analyzer data have shown significant ion tail

heating (=10-20Z) with a linear time dependence. Although some apparent ion

main body heating has also been observed (=50Z), experimental difficultiesI
have thus far forced us to view these latter measurements with some suspicion.t
In addition, as discussed above, an excellent curve fit of previous experimental

date on SES reflectivity was made using the measured density fluctuation

levels, the measured Ion tail heating rate (at 300 kW), the electron heating

rate and extrapolating the rest of the curve (see Fig. 3b). Since the

experimental results could be fit so well without inclusion of the apparent

ion main body heating we devoted considerable time both to improving the low

energy performance of our energy analyzers as well as to performing detailed

numerical calculation of the predicted reflectively assuming various

percentages of the incident energy (Manley-Rove) deposited in the tail or the

main body. Basically, a computer program was developed to calculate the SBS

reflectivity and density fluctuation level, using the linear solution to the

standing wave ponderomotive force initiated SS theory developed by

Thotson. ( 4 )  A time dependence on Te, T, and nhot was included. Electron

heating is determined by inverse bremsstrahlug on the background neutrals.

Ion main body heating is determined by equating the ion heating rate witb the

power deposited In the ion wave:

d (nTl R a
ot I At w

7he hot ion tail is determined by equating that power with the hot tail free-

streaming energy flow ( 6 "7 ) yielding

12
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In brief, it was seen that the ion main body heating case predicted behavior

completely opposite that observed experimentally. On the other hand, the Ion

tail heating case predicts behavior identical to that observed experimentally.

A typical case is shown in Fig. 4. In addition, as we vill see in the next

section, the optical mixing results also show that Ion tail heating is the

observed mechanism.

Finally, we note that recently we have made some preliminary measurements

with increased wall reflection which appear to show some rescatter. As shown

in Fig. 5 above a certain power level harmonics are observed in the red-

shifted side of the microwave spectrum. Work continues at identifying the

mechanism.

B. OPTICAL MIXING GENERATION OF SBS UAVES

As discussed in the preceding section, our microwave SBS simulations were

limited (by the low ionization percentage of the target plasma) to short to

moderate duration pulses on the ion timescale. In addition, brmsstrahl,-g

absorption on the neutrals caused v /V to change during SBS growth

complicating our interpretation of the primary saturation mechanism (ion tail

heating). To Improve the experimental conditions, we decided to employ

optical mixing to study the growth and saturation of the SBS ion waves. By

driving both of the SBS electromagnetic waves (with the proper frequency

shift) we obtain ion fluctuations of comparable amplitude to the "pure" SBS

case at considerably lover rf power levels (1-2 orders of magnitude). As we

will see in the following, this permits us to look at phenomena on much longer

timescales (s Tp-S 104). tn addition, the reduced power levels result In

13'1=7]
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nerlifible profile modifications or electron heating permitting us to clearly

focub on the Ion heating saturation mechanism. Interestingly, the saturation

level, etc. Is Identical to the SBS case described In Sec. 11A.

Before discussing the optical mixing experimental results, let us briefly

review the linear predictions. Consider tvo electromagnetic waves propagating

In the 2-direction with

and

-ik~x'~

The pondermotive force

2 2>~

For our case, the relevant term is

<E2> - 2E 1E2 cosl(kl+k 2)z + &l'2t

We obviously expect a large response when

"12

k I k 2  =vph

for the Ion acoustic wave.

The linear theory predicts that the collision limited amplitude (time

asymptotic steady oscillation amplitude) Is given by

16
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This yields I/no = 0(1) for v.2/vte 0.2 or for P = 50 kM. We therefore

expect to reach nonlinear saturation at extremely low powers compared to the

pure SES case. The linear time dependent prediction for the ion wave growth

is

-i "ion(t-) - onT
f"FNLe 2 (e 2 -1)

where 1 is the rf pulse diration and t > T. Again we predict large density

fluctuation levels at moderate power levels even for microsecond duration

pulses.
To perform the experimental studies, a second horn was added to the SBS

chamber as shown in Fig. 6. The most difficult problem vas maintaining the

frequency stability of the two rf sources. Specifically, since w,/2Tr 2e 200

kfz and L. 1, 2 /2 = 3 GEz this placed a severe constraint on the system.

Bowever, using frequency synthesizers and frequency multipliers followed by

amplifiers we were able to obtain a system with 150 Iz stability ( I part in

107) where the difference frequency between the two sources could be varied

continuously from zero to arbitrarily large values.

As will be briefly shown, the experiments have been extremely successful.

The results are presently being written up for journal submittal*

First, let us examine the evidence for the existence of optical mixing.

As shown In Fig. 7, a large ion wave Is produced for moderate power levels (=20

kV). Figure 8 demonstrAtes that the large ion response is only produced when

the separation frequency between the rf sources corresponds to the proper ion

17
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acoustic frequency for the ion species employed. As shown earlier, the

density fluctuation levels should depend only on the product EIE2 and not the

actual ratio EI/E 2. As shown in Fig. 9 this dependence is in fact observed.

Here E1E2 was held constant and El/E. varied by two orders of magnitude.

ftrther confirmation of this scaling is shown in Fig. 10. Here ve see that

/nodmax scales linearly with EIE 2 up to saturation. It is interesting to

note that the saturation level is identical to that observed in the SBS

studies. Having conclusively identified the linear predictions of the optical

mixing theory we then set out to investigate the nonlinear saturation.

As shown in Fig. 11, the saturation level appears to be independent of the

pulse duration. As long as the power level is sufficiently high to reach

saturation (as opposed to the simple linear collisional steady-state) one

simply must employ longer pulse durations to reach saturation as the incident

power is reduced. This point is illustrated in more detail in Fig. 12. Here

we see that for P L' 15 kW, we reach nonlinear saturation whereas for 9 kW we
arrive at the collisional steady-state oscillation amplitude at a lover level.

The saturation mechanism was studied in detail. First, we verified that

for the optical mixing power levels there was virtually no change in electron

temperature (vn/vte - constant) and no profile modifications. However, as

shown by the energy analyzer results of Fig. 13,there is a significant heating

of the ion distribution in the presence of the rf. Figure 14 shows the

increase in the fraction of ions with energy greater than 1.5 eV (Tio = 0.2

*V) with Increasing R1E2 . The resonant nature of the heating is clearly seen

in Fig. 15; the beating only occurs when 1wl - w21 - we. Recently, we have

performed numerical calculations uhich deomonstrate that the measured ion

beating Is sufficient to completely accotmt for the observed saturation. In

this model we calculate in each step the work done by the optical sixing on

21



Fig. 9 Density Fluctuation Level as a Function of r1/E2with E 1 Held Constant.
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the ion distribution assuming that It goes Into the tail. Ve then calculate

the total dar.ping (collisional and Landau) and repeat the calculation on each

time step. As shown in Figs. 11 and 12 the agreement between experiment and

the model's prediction Is quite good.

At this point it should be mentioned that there still remain some

unresolved mysteries. First, the question of why we sometimes see ion wave

harmonics has not been answered. In the optical mixing studies the harmonics

appear to depend sensitively on the wall reflections. Figure 16 shown the

coherent ion wave produced under conditions where there are appreciable

chamber wall reflections present (equivalent to four electromagnetic waves).i
The ion wave harmonic content is seen to be neglibible. On the other hand,

the results shown in Fig. 17 correspond to the case where the chamber wall

reflections were greatly reduced. A second puzzle concerns the effect of

introducing a light ion impurity on increasing the damping and consequently

a Ne plasma does in fact decrease the amplitude of the optical mixing

generated ion wave. Here the actual damping rate was measured by observing

the decay of the ion wave after rf turn-off. The mystery is that the decrease

was too large to be explained by the observed damping. The first thought that

comes to mind is that the impurity also shifts the ion frequency and that

since the frequency was maintained constant the decrease is due to the off-

resonance drive condition. However, calculations of the expected frequency

shift indicate that this In a small effect. We are therefore Investigating

the possibility that the damping is anomalously high. Work continues on

understanding both of these puzzles.
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C. RSC":.L.ACE ABSORPTION STUDIES

Our efforts during the past fiscal year have been devoted toward the

initial value problem (wpe- s 104) of the growth and saturation of resonance

absorption produced electric fields and the associated hot electrons.

Specific attention has been paid to the effect of a finite bandwidth pump on

these phenomena. Bere we were fortunate in that there are available both

analytic models (9,10) as well as computer (.1) results with which to compare

our experimental data. The results of this work are briefly summarized in

this section.

The experiments were performed in the apparatus shown in Fig. 19.

Microwave radiation (w /2r = 3 GR) is launched along the axis of an

Inhomogeneous plasma (L./ = 5, Te/T1 = 10). Movable electric and magnetic

probes and energy analyzers permit the study of the resonance absorption

produced fields and the associated hot electrons. The incident power level

was kept small enough (3 x 10-6 _1 a o ac/8rlTe S 3 x 10-3 ) and the rf

pulse durations short enough (&pe7 _ 104) that density profile modifications

were minimized (i/no :s 142). These experimental conditions were chosen so

that conparisons writh fixed profile initial value saturation calculations of

resonance absorption could be made.

As shown in Fig. 20, the electrostatic field in the vicinity of the

critical layer grows rapidly and then saturates. Associated with the electric

I field growth is the production of hot electrons. In addition, finite bandwidth

is een to clearly reduce the electric field aplitude as well as the hot

electron grovth. During the past year we have continued our studies aimed at

an understanding of these phenomena. This work has paid off and we now appear

to have a fairly complete picture of the interaction.
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Let us begin first with the narrowband results. There are two commonly

mentioned saturation mechanisms which limit the amplitude of the resonance

absorption fields. These are convective saturation and cold plasma

wavebreakiIng saturation. They give rise to predicted values for the saturated

electric field of

Ec W 1.25 Ed (IaoL/vte) 2 / 3

and

Eb sc Ed (2Lm o2/ee Ed 1/2

respectively. /ere Ed - E. (T)/(2wkoL)1/ 2 where Eo is the vacuum electric

1/3field strength and O(T) is the resonance function with 'r- (koL) sine.

Commonly, one calculates the magnitude of these for his experimental

parameters and takes the one which yields the smaller number as the saturation

mechanism. However, as we have shown this year, this prescription can lead to
significant errors. As indicated in Fig. 21, convective saturation is

expected to dominate for power levels up to 20 kW. Hovever, experimentally we

find that only for power levels < I W do we observe pure convective

saturation. A complete transition to cold plasma vavebreaking saturation

occurs at P - 50 W (eEes/m vte 1). The explanation for the large

discrepancy appears to reside partially in the fact that the simple warm fluid

picture is inapplicable when the quiver velocity exceeds vte and also the fact

that small density profile modifications can lead to a reduction in the

effective las rate of the electron plasma waves. Computer simulations are

currently being done by C. Randal of LLNL (12)for our experimental parameters

and may shed additional light on this point.

The regime in which the saturation appears to be due to cold plasma

vavebreaking was investigated in great detail. Specifically, we showed that

the saturated electric field scaled with the incident power as P as
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Fig. 21 Electric Field Intensity Near the Critical Layer versus Incident
Power: Solid lines are theoretical predictions for wav'ebreaking
and convective saturation. Data is fit to the wavebreaking curve
at P -213W.
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predicted. in addition, the vavebreaooIn time tb a P0.25 and had close

quantitative agreement with the predicted time. As shown earlier in Fig. 21

hot electron production Is associated with the growth of the resonance

absorption produced fields. As shown in Fig. 22 the hot electron spectrum

shows clear indications of its wavebreaking nature. Zere the hot electron

current detected by an energy analyzer is shown as a function of analyzing

r voltage. The formation of a hot electron tall is clearly seen as veil as a

cutoff energy E. above which the hot electron density drops rapidly. It was

found that Em a p 0 . 5 in good agreement with the predicted PO 5 scaling. In

addition, experiments shoved that h a pO. 6 . A further point to note is that

finite bandwidth significantly reduces both EM and Th . This will be discussed

in more detail later in this section.

As the amplitude of the electron oscillations increase during the

approach to wavebreaking, strong harmonic content in their velocity and

associated electric field spectra is anticipated. We therefore set out to

look for such harmonic content as part of our identification process. Figure

23 shows the time histories of the total electric field Intensity together

with that of the second and third harmonics, We see that the peaks coincide

but that the growth of the harmonics is delayed as expected until the waves

nonlinearly steepen. Figure 24 shows that the vavebreaking time and electric

field amplitude of the second harmonic also scale properly with incident

*power. The ratio of the various harmonics of the electric field intensity is

easily calculated. ( 3 )  Specifically, one expects that below wavebreaking the

maximum intensities scale as

2 )/22l) p2j(m(t))/N 2 jl(pCt(t))

2where a and p are the harmonic numbers, a(t) - 2sin (ipe / 2 ) with A the
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Fig. 22 Energy Analyzer Current as a Function of Analyzer Voltage for
Cases of no rf, narrowband rf and Finite Bandwidth rf.
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Fig. 24 Second Harmonic Electric Field Intensity and Breaking Time
versus Incident rf Power.
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initial normalized magnitude of the stnusoldal density perturbation. This

predicts that at P-500W and A-O.1 the magnitude of the second and third

harmonics are respectively 32dB and 56dB below the fundamental in good

agreement with the measured values of 38dB and 58dB.

The spatial and temporal distribution of the electric field components

were investigated in more detail. First, to Investigate energy flow, the time

at which the peak electric field occurred was determined as a function of

axial position (up and down the density gradient). The results are shown in

Figs. 25 and 26 for the fundamental and second harmonic, respectively. As can

be seen, the energy appears to propagate both up and down the density gradient

(from the cutoff layer) with a velocity of 0.1 vte and 0.5 vte, respectively.

The upstream energy vanishes at the critical layer at which point density

streamers (14,15) are ejected up and down the density gradient with the

acoustic velocity. Details of the behavior on the ion time scale will be the

subject of subsequent work. As expected, the spatial localization of the

electric field is pronounced and increases for the higher harmonics.

As a final confirmation of the wavebreaking saturation interpretation, direct

measurements of the plasma waves were made interferometrically by mixing a

fixed reference probe signal with that from a movable probe. As can be seen

from Figs. 27 and 28, the wave character is quite different at low and

moderate powers. Specifically, at higher power levels we observe shorter

wavelength components indicative of wave steepening and breaking. The probe

places a lower bound (=lIn) on the observable wavelengths. It should be noted

that the slow variation (on the spatial scale) of the curves reflects the

epected Airy function pattern.
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Fig. 26 Spatial Scan of the Second Harmonic.
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As we say earlier in Fig. 20, finite bandwidth slowa down the growth of

the resonance absorption produced electric fields and reduces the hot electron

production. In this work, the bandwidth was produced by random amplitude

modulation of the pump. Bowever, it should be noted that studies were also

performed with random phase modulation as well as with a coherent comb type

pump (discrete lines). As long as the bandwidth was sufficiently large (ut b

>1) or the number of lines large enough the results were similar.

The effects of finite bandwidth are shown quantitatively in Fig. 29.

Bere the measured wavebreaking time and critical layer electric field

intensity are plotted in Fig. 27 as a function of the bandwidth of a random

amplitude modulated pump (solid lines theory). The agreement is seen to be

excellent.

Since the effects of finite bandwidth on the suprathermal electron

distribution are of great interest, detailed measurements of the electron

distribution were made as a function of bandwidth. A sample distribution was

shown earlier in Fig. 23. As anticipated, finite bandwidth reduces both the

hot electron tail temperature Th and the upper cutoff energy Em" Figure 30

shows the measured Th and Em versus pump bandwidth for an incident power of

150. We see that the cutoff energy Em (/JoO 6 in close agreement with

the predicted (/./. o)- 2 / 3 scaling. It Is Interesting that the hot electron

temperature Tb scales very differently with bandwidth (Th M (C o) -0"31). The

changed hot electron temperature dependence may be due to the fact that In the

finite bandwidth case, the resonant interval is Increased and electrons may ride

more than a single wave in traversing the field structure in breaking. Spielman

et ai.( 1 6 ) observed a similar bandwidth effect on Th in a microwave experiment

concerned with the time-asymptotic steady-state heated electron distribution.

lowever, the most striking and Important effect appears to be the reduction In
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Em obser,'ed in our experiment and predicted theoretically.

The effect of finite bandwidth on the hot electron density was also

studied. As shown in Fig. 31, the total number of hot electrons decreases as

the bandwidth Is increased (nh &/Wo)-0"43). This is not explained by the

fixed profile cold plasma model. There the amount of energy deposited through

resonance absorption is predicted to be independent of bandwidth. This would

imply that nh should increase with bandwidth to compensate for the decrease in

Th amd Em. A possible explanation for this discrepancy is that in the present

experiment the density profile is not completely fixed but undergoes some

modest profile modification which Is bandwidth dependent. Specifically, we

find that finite bandwidth results in considerable reductions In profile

modification (2.7Z versus 14Z for the data shown) wbich could in turn change

the total absorption. Presently, we are trying to see why some of our experi-

mental results are in apparent disagreement with the predictions of Randall

et al. (11)

so
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